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Collisionless Shocks: How are they possible?
Simple Approaches to Shocks

Burgers Model

Why need collisionless shocks?

Thomas Gold foreshadowing the Era of Space Exploration

Two paradigms of shock without collisions

Turbulent shocks
Laminar dispersive shocks

Sagdeev's Collisionless Shock Concept
Quasi-Parallel vs Quasi-perpendicular Shocks

2

1977: Invasion of Astrophysicists
Early Ideas on Particle Acceleration in Shocks
Fundamentals of diusive shock acceleration (DSA)

3

Facing the challenges of Today and Tomorrow
Rigidity Law and its Violation
ATIC, Pamela and AMS-02 p/He anomaly
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Simple Approach to Shock Phenomenon

Wave equation

∂2ρ

− C2

= Dissip → 0
∂x 2
characteristics: x = ±Ct ,
x 7→ x − Ct
dξ = dx − C (ρ) dt
∂t 2

Sound speed

∂2ρ

C2 =

∂P
= C02 + C12 (ρ)
∂ρ

Pressure

P = Pgas +

B2
+Pen−part +...
8π

may include magnetic,
energetic particle (e.g.
Cosmic Ray) pressure,
etc.
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Burgers Model and its Generalizations

Transform to one of the characteristic frames
convert from density to velocity
Obtain Burgers Equation

∂V
∂2V
∂V
+V
= ν 2 + ...
∂t
∂x
∂x
more versatile versions available
include driving forces in form of instabilities, wave
dispersion, MHD generalizations, etc.
however small

ν,

it's crucial for obtaining a single-valued

solution
what plays its role if no binary collisions?
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Ordinary Shock Waves

Naturally come from wave motion with

ν1

result from wave steepening (intersection of characteristics)
self-organize in thin sheets where nonlinearity balances even
vanishing dissipation (viscosity)
mass, momentum, and energy uxes pass through the shock
interface unchanged
Why need then collisionless shocks? Why not just let

ν→0

in the ordinary ones?

ν → 0+ (but ν 6= 0) - important dierence from collisionless
shock phenomenon where ν = 0

media where other scales (e.g., dispersive, anomalous
diusivity of energetic particles, etc.) determine the shock
structure
particle reection (shock-surng) upstream/downstream
suprathermal particle interpenetration

Solar Flares, CME, Interplanetary Shocks

Solar coronal mass ejection
Drives shocks into interplanetary
space
particle mean free path is
comparable to 1 AU
Coulomb collisions cannot account
for thin shocks
Need dierent mechanism for shock
formation

Courtesy Mihir Desai

from Krasnoselskikh, Balikhin et al. 2013
Cluster review
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Thomas Gold Envision (slide borrowed from R.Z.
Sagdeev)

A Quote from another Visionary (from R.Z. Sagdeev)

Shock Dissipation via Eective collisions with waves

Problem:
How to transfer momentum
and energy from fast to slow
gas envelopes if there are no
binary collisions?

Smooth
ﬂow
shock

waves. . .
driven by particles whose
distribution is almost certainly

ow velocity
-Fast ow envelope

unstable. . .
p'

overtaking a slow one
-Is the multi-stream state

q'
plasmon

p

q

unavoidable?
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Laminar shocks: Nonlinearity + Dispersion
Korteweg-deVries (Burgers) equation

∂V
∂V
∂3V
∂2V
+V
+
=
ν
+ ...
∂t
∂x
∂x 3
∂x 2
Although derived for weakly-nonlinear regimes

provides paradigmatic tool for studying shock phenomena
in dispersive and viscose media
allows straightforward generalizations to shocks driven by
unstable particle populations
elucidates quasi-periodic and chaotic dynamics of ensembles
of shocks
accommodates shock-train (shocklets, SLAMS, etc.)
Serves as an accessible limit of more general shock models
such as based on

Derivative Nonlinear Schrödinger equation
By contrast to Burgers model, admits meaningful (soliton)
solution in the strict case

ν = 0,

not just

ν →0+.
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Reconciling Reversible with Irreversible
Rev. In Plasma Phys, 1964

Sagdeev potential

1985
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All in one picture of dicult problem of shock geometry

Key Distinction:
Quasi-Parallel vs
Quasi-Perpendicular shock
geometry
Quasi-Parallel harder to
understand, as hot downstream
plasma and shock-reected
penetrate far upstream

partially smear out the
shock transition
drive instabilities, thus
making
shock front accessible to
energetic particles

→ can accelerate particles to

very high energies
from Burgess and Scholer 2012
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Surfatron acceleration

Shock-drift acceleration, surfatron acceleration etc.

1949…

1963…
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Diffusive shock acceleration
+ Krymsky, 1977
Axford et al, 1977
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Essential DSA (aka Fermi-I process, E. Fermi, ~1950s)

Linear (TP) phase of accelera�on
Downstream

Upstream

U(x)

shock

x

NL, with CR back-reac�on
Downstream

Upstream
U(x)

x

Sub-shock
Sca�ering
Centers, frozen
Into ﬂow

NL-modiﬁed ﬂow

CR trapped between
converging mirrors:

p∆x ≈ const
CR spectrum depends on
shock compression, r :
f ∼ p −q , q = 3r / (r − 1),
r = q = 4 , Mach M → ∞

Index

q

becomes

soft at low p :

q (p):

q = 3rs / (rs − 1) ∼ 5

hard at high p : q → 3.5
for M > 10, Emax & 1 TeV
acceleration must go
nonlinear
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CR acceleration in SNRs

At least some of the galactic SNR are
expected to produce CR up to

1015 eV

(knee energy)
Direct detection is possible only as
secondary emission

observed from radio to gamma
electron acceleration up to ∼ 1014 eV is
considered well established, synchrotron
emission in x-ray band (Koyama et al
1995, Bamba et al 2003)
tentative evidence of proton acceleration
from nearby molecular clouds:
SN 1006 and SN 1572

, Reynolds 2008
and Warren et al 2005
(Tycho)

pp → γ

Fermi-LAT, HESS, Agile,..
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Rigidity Law of Shock Acceleration and Propagation
Equations of motion, written for particle rigidity

R = pc/eZ

instead of momentum:

R × B (r, t)
1 dR
= E (r, t) + q
,
c dt
R20 + R2
1 dr
R
=q
.
c dt
2
2
R0 + R
EM-elds

E (r, t) and B (r, t) are arbitrary

R  R0 = Amp c 2 /Ze (A is the atomic
number and mp - proton mass, so R0 ∼ A/Z GV), have
identical orbits in the phase space (r, R).
→

all species with

species with dierent
spectra at
ratio

R  R0 ,

A/Z

should develop the same rigidity

if they enter acceleration at a constant

Conrmation of the Rigidity Law

cut-os of dierent elements are
organized by rigidity rule for
acceleration and propagation

p 's and He2+ start acceleration
R  R0 in a ratio Np /NHe

if

at

this ratio is maintained in course of
acceleration and the rigidity spectra
must be identical

CR spectra of dierent elements in
the knee area (from Berezinsky
Review)

if both species propagate to observer
without collisions, they should

Np /NHe
−q
DSA predicts distribution ∝ R
where, q depends on
Mach
number

−2
as q = 4/ 1 − M
maintain the same
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Violation of Rigidity Law

Key Distinction:
Several instruments revealed
deviation (≈

0.1

in spectral

index) between He and

p 's,

claimed inconsistent with DSA
(e.g., Adriani et al 2011)

Zatsepin et al. 2004 (ATIC)

DSA predicts a at spectrum
for the He/p ratio
similar result obtained recently
by AMS-02 for C/p ratio
points to initial phase of
acceleration where elemental
similarity (rigidity dependence
only) does not apply

AMS-02 (2015) results along with earlier data

A/Z

is the same for He and C
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Suggested explanations of He spectral hardening
three dierent types of SNRs contribute Zatsepin &
Sokolskaya (2006)
outward-decreasing He abundance in certain SNR, such as
super-bubbles, result in harder He spectra, as generated in
stronger shocks Ohira & Ioka (2011)
He is neutral when processed by weak shocks. It is ionized
when the SNR shocks are young and strong, Drury, 2011
spallation processes lead to deciency of He at lower
energies as it has longer connement time in the Galaxy,
Blasi & Amato 2011
p/He --Forward/reverse SNR shock, Ptuskin & Zirakashvili,
2012
Issues:
most suggestions are hard to reconcile with Occam's razor
principle
tension with the He-C striking similarity
spallation scenario overproduces CR secondaries
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Recent AMS-02 hint on the origin of p/He Anomaly

Kounine, AMS-02 (2017) ICRC 2017

at C/He ratio eliminates
most scenarios
points to initial phase of
acceleration, injection, where
elemental similarity (rigidity
dependence only) does not
apply

A/Z

is the same for He and C

R0 = Amp c 2 /Ze

that

determines the injection from
thermal plasma also the same
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Occam's approach to

p /He

acceleration by DSA@SNR

Main ideas:
preferential injection of He into
DSA for higher Mach numbers
injection dependence on

, inverse
 ∼ B0 /δB
on


Injection eciency (normalized to proton,
MM'98)
Assumptions:

single source (SNR)

shock propagates into
ionized homogeneous plasma

A/Z

and

wave amplitude

decreases with growing Mach

number
injection bias is due to Alfven
waves driven by protons, thus
retaining protons downstream
more eciently than He, C and
other high

A/Z

species

shock radius and Mach number
evolve according to
Sedov-Taylor point explosion
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Validating Physical ideas by hybrid Simulations

1D in conguration space, full
velocity space simulations

shock propagates into ionized
homogeneous plasma
p and He are thermalized
downstream according to
Rankine-Hugoniot relations
preferential injection of He into
DSA for higher Mach numbers is
evident
injection dependence on Mach is
close to theoretically predicted

η ∼ M −1 ln M
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p/He ratio integrated over SNR life

Some Conclusions

the p/He ratio at

R 1,

is not

aected by CR propagation,
regardless the individual
spectra
telltale signs, intrinsic to the
particle acceleration
mechanism
reproducible theoretically with
He/p from A. Hanusch, T. Liseykina, MM, 2017

no free parameters

automatically predicts the p/C

PIC and hybrid simulations

ratio since the rest rigidity

conrm p and He injection

(A/Z ) is the same for C and

scalings with Mach number

He

Hanusch et al, ICRC 2017
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Concluding Remarks

Over almost 60 years of research work, collisionless shock discipline
has grown beyond its initial, primarily laboratory and space plasma
applications
Left out of this CS review
collisionless shocks in laser plasma
planetary and cometary bow shocks, interplanetary shocks
other shock phenomena in Heliosphere, including the
termination shock
not covered are many astrophysical shocks, such as
pulsar-wind terminations shocks
galactic wind termination shocks
termination and internal shocks of AGN jets
large structure formation shocks
.....
The focus on SNR shocks was dictated by their closest relation to
aspects of CS mechanism associated with wave-particle interaction
In this regard, recent high-delity observations of galactic cosmic
rays, presumably generated in SNR shocks, is an acid test of our
understanding of how the collisionless shock mechanism works
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